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Media Education is the schools’ component of Seven West Media WA – home
of The West Australian, The Sunday Times, Community Newspapers, Channel
Seven Perth and Telethon. Run by teachers for teachers, Media Education
creates curriculum-linked classroom resources and activities to help students
become informed global citizens.

Supporting the
WA Curriculum
Media Education highlights how teachers can use the
newspaper and other forms of media to support the
WA Curriculum with a focus on relevant local content for
WA students.
In 2020, we will be offering schools a number of programs
that can be used in learning areas such as English, HASS
and Media Arts.

Our focus is on linking news media content with high quality resources and initiatives which support
the WA Curriculum and the development of media-literate students and teachers through:
•
•
•
•
•

student and teacher resources,
media-related competitions,
practical ideas for the classroom,
community-focused initiatives, and
special offers for teachers.

Becoming media savvy in the classroom
More than ever, young people are bombarded with information, and it
can be difficult to discern the real from the fake, or the important from
the trivial. Over the past 10 years news media has changed dramatically
from traditional print to digital – and social media has changed the
world. As students become ever more connected to devices, the use of
newspapers in class can:
• offer a credible and creative avenue for developing critical and media
literacy skills;
• help students to differentiate between fact and opinion;
• enable exploration of multiple points of view;
• enable a more timely analysis of current events and the ability to
engage with the big issues of the day;
• help students to understand that ‘fake news’ is real in our world; and
• bridge the gap between the classroom and the real world.

Why use news?
Politics, business, sport, the arts, justice, opinion . . . newspapers are
a rolling resource of important information. News never sleeps and,
because no two pages or editions are ever the same, newspapers can
be an effective, engaging and valuable research tool in the classroom.
Research suggests using newspapers in the classroom can:

Hands-on learning tools for the information age…
At Media Education, we are advocates for newspapers being the
perfect vehicle for exploring a range of topics and ideas, especially
with younger students.
Newspapers are inexpensive, fun and engaging. Most importantly
newspapers are tactile – they can be drawn on, highlighted, cut up
or glued.

On the other hand, the internet can be akin to a library with all the
books thrown on the floor – it can be difficult for students to know
how and where to search for the best results, filter the relevant from
the irrelevant information, and a certain amount of prior knowledge
is required to conduct a worthwhile investigation.

Using the newspaper bridges the gap between
classroom learning and real-world living.
It offers examples of conflict and resolution,
and fosters reading and critical thinking skills.

TEACHERS – BE THE
FIRST TO KNOW!
Every term Media Education develops a range
of experiences and resources for teachers and
students in WA schools.

• boost literacy;

Follow us on Facebook or join our mailing list
to find out about our special offers for schools,
competitions, classroom activities and more.

• encourage higher order thinking in students;

Visit our website for further information.

• help with student engagement in learning generally;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

understanding and producing informative, persuasive and media texts;
fact and opinion;
objective, subjective and evaluative language;
modelling clear and concise writing;
text types – including articles, advertisements, advertorials, classifieds;
purpose of texts;
focus on audience;
text structures;
visual literacy, including text layout and use of images;
comprehension skills – literal and inferred meaning;
critical literacy skills;
points of view;
springboard for writing; and
interviewing skills.

Newspapers are a valuable source of information about current and
historical events. They are an ideal vehicle for teaching HASS skills,
providing a springboard to exploring questioning and researching,
analysing, evaluating, communicating and reflecting. Furthermore, some
Media Education programs directly support HASS content, including Civics
and Citizenship, for example:

Newspapers — aren’t they a bit
old fashioned?

Newspapers are like a ‘living textbook’ – the layout and order is
predictable, even if the content isn’t. Each page turned is like a new
revelation – the content of the day has been curated and stories can
be followed as they evolve over the course of a few days.

Newspapers (and television news) are a one-stop shop for exploring a
range of concepts in English across many year levels, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

rules, laws and voting;
commemorations such as ANZAC day;
role of government;
Australia as a democracy;
elections in Australia;
law enforcement, courts and the consequences of law breaking;
resources and resource use in Australia;
advertising – consumers and businesses;
the three levels of government;
rights and responsibilities of Australian citizens;
locating and collecting information from sources; and
identifying points of view and distinguishing between fact and opinion.

Even if Media Arts is not an Arts focus area for your school, teachers can
enhance their students’ learning in other curriculum areas using concepts
from the Media Arts curriculum, with a focus on Making and Responding.
• exploration of how images, text, sound, can convey meaning
for an audience;
• experimenting with media codes and conventions (technical, audio,
written and symbolic);
• media and critical literacy;
• stereotypes; and
• protocols, regulations and ethics, eg. media rights, public viewing,
sharing of media.

• help students become more engaged as citizens of society; and
• boost confidence in social discussions.
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PROGRAMS
3-4

5-6

News unplugged:

5-6
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Current events, how news works, and critical and media literacy…
Choose from our range of subscription programs for primary school
classrooms, with integrated links to the WA Curriculum in English, HASS
and Media Arts.
In these programs, the newspaper becomes a ‘living textbook’ for students
who can investigate, highlight, cut and paste from the newspaper to
complete the activities in their own workbook. Each double-page spread
in the student workbooks relates to that day’s news. No photocopying is
required!
The activities are designed to enable students to become critical
consumers of news. Through completing the activities, students will
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develop the skills to consider, question, inquire and challenge reported
news stories. Media Education encourages students to become informed
citizens of global issues considering multiple perspectives before
generating their own ideas and opinions.
Comprehensive teacher notes with links to WA Curriculum are also
provided with each program. Each order includes a class set of 35 copies of
The West Australian for 10 days, and flexible delivery options are available
– order every day for two school weeks, two delivery days for five weeks,
or one day per week for the term. And it’s economical – the total cost for
teachers is just $25.
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WRITING
INFORMATIVE
TEXTS WITH A
PURPOSE

Name

Literacy through news, and ‘news
literacy’
Through the context of ‘current
events’, this resource guides students
in
the exploration of informative
and persuasive texts in the media.

Name

Name

Investigate how reporters source news ideas,
develop a story, edit their work and publish
it through The West Australian.

Year

Name

years 3-4

Year

years 5-6

For only $25 you get:

• 35 student workbooks
• delivery of 35 copies of The West Australian for 10 days
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POLITICS AND LAW
IN THE MEDIA
Every day stories of
governments, politicians,
law enforcers, law makers
and law breakers appear in
the news.

Now more than ever, young
people are the target
audience, so it is essential for
them to be ‘ad aware’.

Help your students
become informed
and engaged citizens
and understand the
importance of people,
events and issues in the
news.
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Being a res

literacy’
news, and ‘news
students in the
Literacy through
this resource guides media.
of ‘current events’,
in the
Through the context informative and persuasive texts
exploration of

Year

Year

and sort

Help your students to recognise and decode ads and
tactics, and develop their critical and media literacy skills
with the ‘Advertising – the art of persuasion’ pack.

Help your students
become informed and
engaged citizens
who understand
the importance of
Australia’s systems of
law and government,
how they operate and
how they affect the
lives of citizens.

■	Explore what a newspaper is and how it is structured.

■	Explore local and global events and issues.

■ Investigate and analyse various forms of advertising.

■ Explore events and issues in politics and law.

■	Explore the news cycle, types of news stories and

■	Investigate and analyse informative and persuasive

■ E
 xamine persuasive language, purpose, audience and
layout in the context of advertising across a variety of
media forms including print, broadcast and digital.

■ Investigate current examples of government in action, 		

why some articles are given more prominence in
the newspaper.

texts in the media.

■	Examine the language of media texts.

■	Explore news elements such as lead paragraphs and

how the 5Ws and H are used to structure news articles.

■ Examine the process of interviewing subjects and what a
news angle is.

■	Investigate the steps involved in developing news stories
from an idea to an article in the printed newspaper.

TERMS

1-4

4

Year
Name

Investigate how reporters source
news ideas,
develop a story, edit their work
and publish
it through The West Australian.

osion
information expl
Navigate the
the fakes…
the facts from

Every day we are bombarded
with images and information
‘selling’ products and messages
– from what to buy and how
to look, to what to watch and
what to do.

Through the context of ‘current
events’, this resource guides
students in the exploration of
informative and persuasive
texts in the media.

Give your students a platform for their own writing as they
investigate how reporters source news ideas, develop a story,
edit their work and publish it through The West Australian.

reporters source
Investigate how
work and
a story, edit their
news ideas, develop The West Australian.
publish it through
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s
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PERSUASIVE TEXTS
IN THE MEDIA

LITERACY THROUGH
NEWS, AND ‘NEWS
LITERACY’

Through the real life
context of ‘news creation’,
this resource gives
students a glimpse into
how the newspaper is
produced each day and
draws parallels to the
students’ own writing process
in the classroom.
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YEARS

3-6

■	
Explore the tricks behind selling products and
messages, enabling students to become more
discerning and critical consumers.

■	Explore the news cycle, types of news stories and
editorial decisions.

■	Examine elements such as facts, opinions, omission,

bias and sensationalism to develop critical and media
literacy skills.

TERMS

1-4

politicians and political parties.

■ Explore the links between politics and law across different
levels of government, including how and why laws are 		
created and enforced.

■	
Enable students to use their skills to create ads for real
companies by entering Media Education’s Design an
Ad competition.

■ Examine current court cases to underline key concepts of
civics and citizenship.

■ Develop critical and media literacy skills by examining 		
how the media reports on politics and law.

TERMS

YEARS

1-2

3-6

mediaeducation.com.au

YEARS

TERMS

3-6

info@mediaeducation.com.au

1-4

9482 3717

YEARS

5-6
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facts and fun for kids

ED!

ED!

om.au

YEA RS

Engage with literature from WA authors by subscribing to the ED! Serial Reading program, delivered to
your school every Tuesday. Explore ways in which theme, character, setting and plot are reflected in each
serialised story from Fremantle Press. The weekly activities, linked to the WA Curriculum: English, are most
suitable for Year 3-6 students, but can be adapted for different ages and abilities.

Includes
ED! Serial
Reading!

ED!

MAY 14, 2019

YEARS

SEPTEMBER 10, 2019

westkids.c

MARCH

ED!

YEARS

Every term a new story; every week a new adventure...

STORIES FOR 2020

YEAR S

JULY 30,
201

9

ISLAND
INHABITANTS

5, 2019

COOL
CATS

A NEW FILM AND
BOOK DOCUMENT
AMAZING ANIMALS
OFF PERTH’S COAST

COLOUR
UNCOVERED

WE LEAP
THE FASC INTO
WORLD OFINATING
FELINES

LIGHT IS THE
KEY TO HOW
OUR EYES SEE
DIFFERENT HUES

ON’S
GREENWOOD AND DENT
.
NEW PICTURE BOOK

P2

AGATHA CHRISTIE HAS SOLD
MORE THAN 1 BILLION BOOKS
.

P3

AUTHORS WORK
WITH WA KIDS.

P6

ED! is published every Tuesday inside The West Australian during
school terms. Be sure to check out our website for a listing of
upcoming ED! feature topics.

Arts

Science

History

Biodiversity Politics

TERMS

1-4

6

YEARS

3-8

P2

WHAT IS
THE
COLOSSEU
M?

P3

PUZZLES/Q
TEST YOUR UIZ TO
BRAIN.

P

know what’s going on.
Daily handwritten news-sheets, first
posted by Julius Caesar in the Roman
about
Forum, usually consisted of updates
politics, trials, military campaigns,
executions and scandals.
Australia’s earliest newspaper — the
Sydney Gazette and New South Wales
Advertiser — was first printed in 1803.
Today, news is a 24-hour cycle that
to
has progressed from word-of-mouth,
print, radio, TV, online and social media

A shark victim of
Cyclone Debbie.
Picture: Twitter

in the 21st century.
The internet has changed the way
also
many people get their news. It has
led to citizen journalists — people like
you and me with phone cameras and
iPads communicating information via
media.
blogs, podcasts, YouTube and social
How accurate is it? Facebook has
to help
announced it’s launching a resource
us spot fake news and misleading
also
information on its service. Google has
search
adding a fact-checker feature to its
problem.
and news results to help tackle the
or
If in doubt, check your news from two
is
three sources. Remember, if something
hoax.
too good to be true, it’s probably a

Jo Hawkins,
University of
WA. Picture:
Supplied

IT’S
NEWS
TO ME!
Why do current affairs
matter, asks
Olga de Moeller

Since his election in
November, US President
Donald Trump, has
frequently been in
the news.
Picture: AP

• Politics
between
Elections, governments and relations
headlines this
countries are about politics. Making
election as US
year, businessman Donald Trump’s
the European
president and Britain’s vote to leave
Union in a process called Brexit.
WA State
At home, the Labor Party won the
election in March.

Tuesday, May 9, 2017

BREAKING
NEWS, MAKING
HISTORY
is a historian and

eople have always been telling
news. It’s one of the oldest
human activities, spread by
messengers and town criers in
the Greek empire because
everyone has always wanted to

over again,
Some themes come up over and
news. Big
whether it’s local, national or world
topics include:

Culture

ARDROSS
ON BEING PS KIDS
A SPY.

ED! • 5
Tuesday, May 9, 2017

ED! • 4 Topic: Breaking news

WHAT MAKES THE NEWS

Community Geography

P8

Download free classroom activities each week that link directly to P8that
week’s feature topic and News Flash column.

Picture: Getty

Sustainability

MIND GAMES TEST
YOUR BRAIN.

Classroom activities

MU
IN THE US
P2 STUD
Every
edition
has
aYnew
feature topic for students to discover and
T COOL
WIN GREAIZES. P2
ROOM PR
learn about the world around them. In addition students can explore
diverse content including current events, reviews, interviews,
recipes, crafts, biographies, puzzles, competitions and giveaways.

Technology

P6

• Natural disasters
and famines can
Floods, earthquakes, cyclones, fires
Cyclone
wipe out communities. Just last month,
and businesses in
Debbie washed away homes, roads

Queensland and northern NSW.
are facing
• Terrorism
In Africa, more than 20 million people
for
Somalia,
Terrorists use violence, fear and intimidation
starvation as a result of famine in Yemen,
Nations has
political ends.
South Sudan and Nigeria. The United
(Islamic
disaster since
Indonesia-based Jemaah Islamiyah
described it as the worst humanitarian
the Bali
Congregation) was responsible for
the aftermath of World War II in 1945.
2002, killing
Bombings at two busy nightclubs in
202 people, including 88 Australians.
six people at • Science
life on other
An extreme right-wing activist killed
How did the universe start? Is there
this year.
Hadron
a mosque in Quebec, Canada, in January,
planets? Leading the search is the Large
called the
for
Canadian Prime Minster Justin Trudeau
Collider at CERN, the European Organisation
attack an act of terrorism.
Nuclear Research.
and studies
It’s the biggest machine in the world
of the universe —
• Refugees
how particles — the building blocks
at any time
it’s testing is
There are more refugees today than
collide and interact. The latest theory
says
lined up
since World War II. Amnesty International
that there are multiple universes, all
such as
of cheese slices.
many are seeking asylum from countries and El
alongside each other, like a packet
Iraq
Syria, Afghanistan, Myanmar, Somalia,
Food for thought.
Salvador.

The Queen:
People have
long been
intrigued by
royalty.
Picture: Getty

• Celebrities
always held a
Celebrities, or famous people, have
from the
fascination for the general public. Even
Christ to
days of the likes of Cleopatra to Jesus
Royal family,
William Shakespeare to the British
with privilege,
there is something about someone
to know more.
status or power that makes us want
became
Reality TV changed the way people
are movie
famous over the past 15 years. No longer attention
most
stars, princesses and presidents the
days it is the
or headline-grabbing people. These
Kim Kardashian
publicity-hungry celebrities, such as
cameras into
and her extensive family, who allow
the tabloids
their every waking moment and feed
dramas) that
with their love lives (and often trivial
dominate gossip land.
Since the extraordinary evolution of
social media, celebrity gossip has
become a 24/7 global business of
intrusion. Ross McRae
• Sport
Whether

it’s AFL, soccer, cricket
or athletics, sport makes
headlines and, sometimes,
dominates the news. Top
players, like Argentinian soccer
star Lionel Messi and Olympic
athlete Usain Bolt, have
international celebrity status. Millions
of dollars are at stake in the Melbourne
in
Cup — among the richest horse races
as “the
the world — that’s known in Australia
race that stops a nation.”

Dr Jo Hawkins
project manager at the
University of WA Innovation
Quarter where she works with
university researchers and
students to find creative
solutions to complex global
problems. This is her view:
Humans are hard-wired to
tell stories. We are the only
species that does so. The
stories that we tell often
represent powerful ideas and
shared values. They make us
feel as though we are part
of something bigger than
ourselves.
Evolutionary biologists
have argued that
storytelling gave humans
an evolutionary advantage.
How? A shared history can bring
diverse people together and
support large-scale
co-operation.
Journalism has been
described as “the first rough
draft of history”. Indeed
historians will often read old
newspapers to get a sense of
how people felt about events in
the past. But they also read
between the lines.
There are many sides to
every story. Settlement or
invasion? Terrorist or freedom
fighter? Asylum seeker or illegal
immigrant? It depends on your
point of view.
Versions of events that come
to dominate popular culture are
often backed by people who
hold power and influence. But
they are also shaped by
communities.
News that makes headlines
reflects our unique local and
national identity. Events that are
important to people in WA are
not always the same valued by
residents of Beijing, San
Francisco or Ulaanbaatar.
The media plays an important
role in shaping our perceptions
of events. But the kind of
coverage an event receives at
the time does not necessarily
reflect the way it is remembered
in the present day. Times
change. The same event can be
understood very differently
within a different historical
context. In fact, the events that
we remember as a nation often
reveal more about the present
than the past.

MAKING HEADLINES: 100 YEARS
news — and
Here’s a look at history that made the
news that made history.
War I was a
1917: Russian Revolution. World
the
turning point for Russia. It highlighted
Tsar Nicholas II
shortcomings of the Tsarist regime.
1917 and was
was forced to abdicate in February
year. The
executed with his family the following
power in
Bolsheviks, led by Vladimir Lenin, seized
country in
1917. Russia became the first communist
the world.
— New
In the news: “The Tsar of Russia Abdicates”
York Herald, 1918

in the back seat.
1963: President and Mrs Kennedy
History Archive
Picture: Victor Hugo King. Universal

OF WORLD NEWS

1969: Moon landing. Astronaut Neil
on to
Armstrong made history when he stepped small
one
the Moon on July 20, declaring: “That’s
step for man; one giant leap for mankind.”
people
In the news: It’s estimated 600 million
Moon landing on
around the world watched the the
telecast, using
TV as it happened. NASA set up a live
for the
radio telescopes in California and Australia
in Canberra
transmission. The Parkes Telescope
1
-hour coverage.
ended up providing most of the 2 ⁄2

1969: Neil Armstrong extends a
foot towards the surface of the
Moon. Picture: NASA

Four
2001: Twin Towers terrorist attacks.
11 have gone
co-ordinated attacks on September
group
down in history as 9/11. Islamic terrorist
passenger
al-Qaeda hijacked and crashed two
and South
planes, 17 minutes apart, into the North York City.
New
towers of the World Trade Center in
into the
Both collapsed. A third plane crashed
a fourth plane
Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia, and
crashed into a field.
and black
In the news: Footage of the fireball
dominated
Towers
Twin
the
of
out
smoke billowing
most videotaped
TV news for days. It was one of the
history.
and media-covered events in world

John F.
1963: Assassination of US president
22 as the
Kennedy. It happened on November
downtown
conflict
presidential motorcade travelled in
2017: Civil war in Syria. The civil war
arrested and
Dallas, Texas. Lee Harvey Oswald was
between citizens of Syria started with
was shot dead a
President
charged with the assassination but
pro-democracy demonstrations against
between jails.
broke out as
few days later while being transferred
Bashar al-Assad in 2011. Then fighting
taken with a
and seized key
A 26-second film of the shooting was
hundreds of rebel brigades formed
Abraham
is now fighting different
home movie camera by businessman
He happened to cities. The government are fighting each other, as
Zapruder, who owned a dress shop.
Many
get the best view. groups of rebels.
Think of it as
be standing in exactly the place to
well as fighting so-called Islamic State.
a copy of the
Life magazine paid him $199,950 for
many wars within a war.
and white
towns, injured
film and published a series of black
In the news: Footage of demolished
not
was
footage
actual
the
but
chemical attacks and people
photos from it,
US Government and bleeding children, become a big part of
shown on TV until 1975. In 1999, the
fleeing their homes has
Facebook
awarded Mr Zapruder’s family
international bulletins. They use Instagram,
coverage.
mainstream
to
$21 million for the film because of its
addition
in
Twitter,
and
historical value.

newspapers to get a
‘Historians will often read old events in the past.’
sense of how people felt about

US President Trump and PM Malcolm Turnbull.
Picture: AAP Photo/Pablo Martinez Monsivais

Each week in News Flash you can read brief outlines
of some of the previous week’s main news stories so
you are aware of what’s going on in your local
community, your country and the world.

Turnbull and Trump meet

Malcolm Turnbull has met US
President Donald Trump after our
Prime Minister travelled to New York
last week. It is the first face-to-face
meeting for the two world leaders
after they got off to a rocky start soon after Mr
Trump became president. In February, they had a
tense phone call which Mr Trump described as “the
worst call by far”. But the meeting on Friday was
much more friendly, with Mr Trump saying he loved
Australia and had many friends here.

2001: The Twin Towers of the
World Trade Center in New York
City were attacked by Al-Qaeda
terrorists. Nearly 3000 people
died in four attacks in the US.
A third plane crashed into the
Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia,
and a fourth plane crashed
into a field in Pennsylvania.
Picture: AP Photo/Marty
Lederhandler

EVENTS THAT GRIPPED AUSTRALIA

France has a new President

Darwin. There
1. 1942-43: Japanese bombing of
19, 1942. In
were two separate attacks on February
Darwin and 33
total, the Japanese flew 64 raids on
including
raids on other targets in northern Australia,
second-worst air
Broome, which suffered Australia’s
raid during World War II.
Prime
2. 1967: Disappearance of Australian
a routine dip in
Minister Harold Holt. It started as
Victoria, on
the surf at Cheviot Beach, near Portsea,
The body was
December 17 and ended in tragedy.
dead —
never found and he was officially pronounced
— two days later.
presumably by accidental drowning

Harold Holt swimming at Cheviot.

The Melbourne Cup is
called the race that
MAY
9, 2017
stops a nation.
The horse race is
discussed in
newspaper, radio
and TV before
and afterwards.
For many people
sport is an
important part of
their news diet.
Picture: Quinn
Rooney/Getty

1975: The Dismissal.

Darwin. A severe
3. 1974: Cyclone Tracy wipes out
killed 66 people,
tropical cyclone on December 24-25
the city’s
wiping out more than 70 per cent of
damage. Most of
buildings and causing $837 million
the population was evacuated.
Minister
4. 1975: Dismissal of Australian Prime
House of
Gough Whitlam. The Labor-controlled
Representatives and the Opposition-controlled
Appropriation
Senate were in a deadlock over the
faced running out
Bills, which meant the government
John Kerr — the
of money. The Governor-General, Sir
— used his special
Queen’s representative in Australia
Mr Whitlam
powers under the Constitution to sack
Malcolm
and appoint a caretaker prime minister,
through
Fraser, who got the Appropriation Bills
parliament and called a general election.

1980: Lindy and Azaria.

Chamberlain.
5. 1980: Disappearance of Azaria
she was taken
Azaria was only 10 weeks old when
on a family
from her bassinet and killed by a dingo
Territory. Her
camping trip to Uluru in the Northern
found
mother, Lindy Chamberlain, was initially jail
in
guilty of murder and spent three years
of any
before finally being cleared in 2012
involvement in her daughter’s death.

Emmanuel Macron is the youngest
leader of France since Napoleon. Mr
Macron, 39, won the French
presidential election at the weekend,
defeating Marine Le Pen in a bitter
election campaign. Mr Macron leads a party called
En Marche! which means “Onwards”. He won with
about 65 per cent of the vote and has won the right
to govern for five years. Ms Le Pen had wanted to
remove France from the European Union if she won
but Mr Macron says he will commit France to being
part of a united Europe. Mr Macron claimed to have
been the victim of a Russian hacking attack just
before the final vote.

Mountain biker blazes a trail

A Perth cyclist has ridden the Munda
Biddi trail in record time. The Munda
Biddi trail is a bush cycling track that
runs between Mundaring and Albany.
Declan von Dietze, 22, left Albany on
Sunday April 30 aiming to ride the 1100km off-road
track in under one week. He smashed the trail in four
days, six hours and 39 minutes. Von Dietze averaged
250km a day on his bike and slept in his sleeping bag
in the bush for a total of 12 hours for the entire
journey. Munda Biddi means “path through the
forest” in Noongar language.
 Melanie Coram

Explore these stories further with online
activities at education.thewest.com.au.

WHAT’S ON FOR SCHOOLS
Term 2 ED! serial reading
We are proud to publish another extraordinary
story by Dianne Wolfer, author of the
award-winning Light Horse Boy and Lighthouse
Girl.
Photographs in the Mud by Dianne Wolfer and
Brian Harrison-Lever is set on the Kokoda Track in
1942. Jack and Hoshi are soldiers from opposing
armies, who meet in battle and discover they have
much more in common than they could ever
realise. Told from the point of view of two
soldiers, one Australian, the other Japanese,
Photographs in the Mud reveals the personal
human tragedy of war for both the soldiers and
their loved ones at home.
Subscribe now and motivate your students to
engage with literature with our weekly
instalments. You will receive 35 copies of ED!
Magazine inside The West Australian each Tuesday,
as well as ideas for classroom activities which
support the WA Curriculum: English.
Order now by visiting
education.thewest.com.au or phone 9482 3717.

BREAKING
NEWS

HOW TODAY’S
BIG NEWS
STORIES BECOM
TOMORROW’S E
HISTORY LESSONS

QUIZ: TEST YOUR
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EDGE. P2

A YOUNG DANCER
TO WATCH.

P3

MEET WRITER
TRISTAN BANCKS
.

Serial: Photographs in the Mud ED! • 7

Tuesday, May 9, 2017

LAST WEEK’S TOP
NEWSH STORIES INCLUDED:
FLAS

a
In the news: TV station CBS interrupted an
Within
soap opera to broadcast the news.
heard the
hour 68 per cent of Americans had
had
news. Within two hours, 92 per cent
heard. Half found out from TV or radio.

ED!
westkids.com.au
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LUKE SHUEY’S
FOOTY TIPS.
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SPECIAL OFFER FOR SCHOOLS
Subscribe now to receive a class set (35 copies) of ED!
Magazine inside The West Australian.
$15 – choose any upcoming edition of ED!

By Dianne Wolfer and Brian Harrison-Lever
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Long march ahead

J

ack’s battalion
landed in the
south of Papua
New Guinea.
They practised
jungle-fighting
and learnt to use their
rifles.
“The Japanese have
landed on the northern
beaches,” said Jack’s
captain. “To stop them
reaching Port Moresby,
we have to march over
steep mountains along
the Kokoda Track. It’s
ninety-six kilometres,
but we must hold the
line.”
Jack hated war, but
to protect Peggy and
his child, he knew he
had to fight for his
country.
Hoshi and his
comrades landed on a
black sandy beach in
the north of Papua New
Guinea. They cut their
way through dense
jungle and waded
through foul-smelling
swamps, sloshing
through mud that
sucked the boots from
their feet.
Hoshi pulled
blood-sucking leeches
from his legs. Wild sago
thorns ripped at his
flesh and oozing
tropical ulcers infected
his skin.
Mosquitoes and
other biting insects
made day and night a
misery, but Hoshi and
his comrades were
determined.
They must fight for
their Empire.
When their officers
yelled, “Attack”, they
charged into
machine-gun fire. And
those that lived,
marched south towards
Port Moresby.

This is an abridged
version of the book of
Photographs in the Mud
published by Fremantle
Press, which is available
at bookstores and at
fremantlepress.com.au.

NEXT
WEEK
Chapter 3:
Dreams of
family

TERM 1: Lost Stone of SkyCity
by HM Waugh

TERM 3: Alex and the Alpacas
by Kathryn Lefroy

Sunaya’s peaceful village life is turned
upside down when a simple mountain
mission turns into a death-defying quest
for survival. Winter treks to summer
pastures, mythical Ice-People that are
scarily real, avalanches, ice falls, power
plays, mysterious magic and surprising
friendships – it seems not everything in life
is set in stone ...

Alex is expecting a pretty boring summer.
But when Mum takes her to visit her
mysterious grandfather on his farm in
Tasmania, weird things start to happen ...
Weirdest of all? Her grandfather’s pet alpacas
… who can talk! When things go from strange
to scary, Alex must use all her brains, brawn
and bravery in order to survive the sinister
forces threatening life as she knows it.

TERM 2: A Fortunate Life
by A.B Facey

TERM 4: Dungzilla
by James Foley

Bert Facey saw himself as an ordinary
man, but his remarkable story reveals an
extraordinary life lived to the full. Bert
Facey was a battler, ever optimistic and
hopeful despite the hardships of his life.
A true classic of Australian literature,
his simply written autobiography is an
inspiration. This edition has been specially
adapted for young readers.

Sally Tinker – the world’s foremost inventor
under the age of twelve – has built the
incredible resizenator. But when Sally
accidentally enlarges a dung beetle to
enormous proportions, she finds herself with
a monster problem! Can Sally and her friends
save their town from being crushed by a
giant poo ball?

ONLY $90 FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR OR $45 PER TERM

COMPETITION CONDITIONS Winners will be drawn at random and prizes mailed. Employees of The West Australian and their immediate families are ineligible to
enter. By entering ED! competitions, children under the age of 15 acknowledge they have the permission of a parent or guardian who has read and agreed to the terms
and conditions at competitions.thewest.com.au/online-comps/ thewestcomau/124. West Australian Newspapers Limited (ABN 98 008 667 632) (“WAN”) is collecting
your personal information for the purpose of conducting and promoting this competition, including for the purpose of identifying and notifying winners. WAN will
handle your personal information in accordance with Seven West Media’s Privacy Policy, which is available on our website at thewest.com.au/privacypolicy (and which
contains information regarding how you can access your personal information, correct it and/ or make a complaint about our handling of your personal information).
By entering, you agree to the terms of the Privacy Policy.

Subscriptions include:
Delivery of 35 copies of The West Australian every
Tuesday and comprehensive teacher notes and
student activities, linked to the WA Curriculum
– available only to subscribing teachers.

INCLUDES
TEACHER
NOTES

$45 – receive ED! for an entire school term.
$90 – receive ED! every Tuesday during the current school year.

In partnership with Fremantle Press. To find
out more about the authors and illustrators,
please visit www.fremantlepress.com.au

mediaeducation.com.au
•
9482 3717 •
info@mediaeducation.com.au

mediaeducation.com.au
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Tackle the world of
‘Aussie Rules’ football
with our exciting cross-curricular
FOOTY FEVER program.
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Follow the 2020 Australian Rules season with our fun and challenging
48 page workbook full of activities (especially for young West Coast
and Fremantle fans). Students will use the Sports section and the
Pre Game and The Game lift-outs in The West Australian to analyse,
predict and investigate our national obsession round by round in real
time. The action kicks off in March.

Written especially for young people and
featuring a range of interesting topics and local
content, these multi-part educational series
support the WA Curriculum and are designed for
use in the classroom.

F 020
-2

• 35 student workbooks
• Delivery of a class set* of The West Australian, containing
the Pre Game (Fridays) and The Game (Mondays) liftouts,
for the duration of the football season.
Name ________

Using the activities each week, students will explore
themes including:

Each topic is developed in partnership with
reputable WA organisations who generously
make these available to schools at no cost.

$25
you receive:

Cross-curricular content
•
•
•
•

For only

sports media and journalism;
mathematics of the game;
language of persuasion and description;
footy culture and sportsmanship.

________________

______________

Year__________

__

TERMS
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Image courtesy of Rob McLean.
Education supple
ment

Explore new topics every term.
Each topic is available only on specific
dates, to be announced throughout
the year. Join our mailing list at
mediaeducation.com.au to ensure
that you don’t miss out!

Coming together
August 2-9, 2019
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COMPETITIONS
And the winner is . . .
There’s plenty of talent in your classroom, right? And what
better way to show off your students’ creativity than by
entering Media Education’s competitions. There is no cost to
enter, great prizes are up for grabs, and students could see
their work published in The West Australian.
So get your young wildlife photographers, budding advertising gurus,
junior journos and creative artists involved!
All of Media Education’s competitions support the WA Curriculum,
include teacher and/or student support materials, and are a perfect way
for students to create works with a real purpose and audience in mind.

Entry is

FREE

$100
from
voucher tle
Freman
Press

COMPETITION

Choose from the
story options below
and have a go at
writing your own!

All of our competitions can be accessed at:

mediaeducation.com.au/competitions

Brainstorm ideas, be persuasive and be creative
as you ‘Design an Ad’ for a real company!

WIN

ED!

• Each participating company will select two
primary and two secondary winners who will
each receive a $100 cash prize.
• Winning students might also have their
advertisement published in a special edition of
The West Australian’s ED! Magazine in August.

ED!

27, 2019

Winners will be chosen based
on creativity and originality.

YEARS

OCTOBER 29, 2019

G
WINNIN
WAYS

ENTRY IS

FREE

Entries close July 3.
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Design an Ad for one
of these participating
companies!
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NOVEMB

BELLS RAPIDS IS
WORTH A VISIT.
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PUZZLES,
TAKE OUR LENGE.
QUIZ CHAL

P8

It’s easy to enter!
• DISCOVER: Find out about WA’s
unique species, the threats they face
and how people can help.
• PLAY: Grab a camera and spend some
time developing your photography
skills.
• EXPLORE: Get outside and capture
the diversity of our state’s plants,
animals and landscapes.
• SHARE: Compose a captivating
caption that highlights the biodiversity
story of your favourite photo.

WIN

ED!

AMAZING
through the camera lens

YEAR S

AUGUST

CELEBRATING WA’S

P3

ROCK-CLIMBING CHAM
P
TRAINS HARD.

P3

Choose one or more of the
following categories :
•
on: WA’s native species.
•
on: WA’s habitats and 		
ecosystems.
•
on: Sustainability in WA.

ED!

WIN TICKETS
TO NEW FILM
MOANA. P2

DECEMBER 6, 2016

THE ART OF ANIMATIO

Write a Q&A about a young person N
achieving
I
at state or national
level in sports or the arts.
When watching Finding Dory or Tangled
it is hard
Heather Zubek looks at the magic to believe that the characters aren’t real.
that brings these stories to life.

f you mention Saturday morning
cartoons to your grandparents they
would remember carefree mornings
in front of the TV watching cats
chase mice in Tom and Jerry or a
burger-loving dog detective solving
crimes in Scooby-Doo.
Characters such as Scooby-Doo, Tom
and Jerry, and even Mickey Mouse
are all
ancestors of Woody from Toy Story
and
even Dory from Finding Nemo.
But how do these cartoon characters
come to life? It almost seems like magic

when cartoons come alive through
animation. Animate means “bring to
life”.
You may have created a flip book at
some time, which is a book with an
image drawn on each page. As the
reader
flips the pages the combined images
result in a short “animated movie”.
Animation is the process of
photographing or filming a sequence
of
images or frames and then showing
them
one after the other in quick succession.
This creates an illusion of movement.
We see movement in separate pictures

because of “persistence of vision”,
a way
The brain stores images for about
our brain stores images. When we look
at
one-twelfth of a second. So for an
the world about us, our brain processes
animated film to flow smoothly the
information and forms images of what
we sequence of different images
should be
see. It stores each image for a brief
shown at 12 per second; any slower
and
moment before it goes on to process
the film will be “jerky”. Most cartoons
another one. If a slightly different image
and animated films are shown at 24
follows soon after, the brain blends
the
images per second or even faster.
two together as if seeing one.
This means for each minute of film
When many, slightly different images
there are more than 1400 separate
follow one after the other in quick
images or frames — a lot of drawing!
succession, the brain merges them
giving
.....................................................................
an illusion of movement.
..............................
CONTINUED P2
Characters from Walt Disney Animation

Studios’ new film Moana.

Survey your friends and let
us know what they think.

Prizes will be awarded for each category in
the following age groups: Years K-2, 3-6,
7-10 and 11-12.

What are kids up to these days?
What are kids interested in?

Share in
$25,000 in
prizes!

Winning students and their schools will receive a cash prize
and may have their winning photo published in ED!

MICHAEL J SHOW HELPS
LANGUAGE LEARNING.
P6

Winning students have
the opportunity to win
great prizes and have
their work published in
The West Australian!
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Chevron Australia is proud to continue its
support of the Chevron Focus Environment
competition as a way of raising awareness
among students about protecting and
managing the environment.

Write instructions for some
cool craft ideas.
Review a book that you think everyone
should read.

HOW?? How does it work? or What is? or Who is?
WHAT? Choose a topic and share some interesting facts.
WHO

MIND
GAMES

Entries close
September 11

Create three puzzles,
including one crossword.

Provide us with pictures you want to include.
A selection of the best entries will be published
in ED! Magazine in The West Australian in October.
Supported by:

TERMS

1-2

TERMS

YEARS

K-12

Science

2-3

TERMS

YEARS

K-12

2-3

YEARS

3-6

more competitions on page 12
10

mediaeducation.com.au

info@mediaeducation.com.au

9482 3717

7Wmediaeducation
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COMMUNITY

COMPETITIONS
Entri
es
Oct close
14

AUGUST

Can your school raise $500

TERM

3

for Telethon in August?
Share your travel experience for
your chance to go

‘on assignment’

Get creative and help us to
design a new float for this year’s
Alinta Energy Christmas Pageant.

to Australia’s Coral Coast

WIN!

Use your imagination and start drawing!
We’ll choose our favourite bits and pieces from
everyone’s designs and put them together to build
our new float for Media Education and ED!

TEN FINALISTS WILL WIN:
• $100 cash prize

Have FUN and help Telethon

•T
 he chance to have an extract of their entry published
in a special edition of The West Australian’s Travel
section in April.

It’s easy for your school to take part, have
FUN and help Telethon during August –
have a crazy hair day, fun run, fancy dress
parade, cake stall, book sale, money line,
talent contest – it’s really up to you and
your school!

• Go ‘on assignment’ to Australia’s Coral Coast
with The West’s Travel staff.
• Have their travel story published in
The West ’s Travel section in May.

Visit mediaeducation.com.au/telethon500
for FUN fundraising ideas and information on how to register.

IT’S EASY … ENTER NOW!
1. Submit a 300-400 word story about your local,
interstate or overseas travel experience or destination.
2. Include a title for your story, eg. The Point of the
Pinnacles.
3. Attach two of your own photographs of the destination
(jpeg, minimum 1MB).
4. Write a caption for each photograph.
5.Include your name, year level, school, teacher’s name,
and contact details.

Grab your drawing gear and have some fun
creating everything we need to design our
dinosaur-themed float… but with a festive twist!

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE:
• hand-drawn using pencils,
markers, paint, etc.
• submitted on A3 or A4
white paper.
• sent by mail (so that we
can scan them).
• your own original work.

Visual Arts

terms

2-3

Win $1
00
to acco and be invite
d
mpany
our floa
in this
t
year ’s
Pag
as well
as a co eant,
o
to wea l shirt
r!

YEARS

K-6

All of our competitions can be accessed at:
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A quarter of a million dollars will make a
real difference to the lives of many WA
children – that’s how much we can raise
for Telethon if at least 500 WA schools
participate and raise at least $500 each!
You can be assured that every dollar
donated goes to Telethon.

• An exclusive workshop with The West ’s Travel team to
learn more about travel writing and photography.

TWO WINNERS WILL:

CRETACEOUS CHRISTMAS

Join our schools’ FUN-raising
challenge for Telethon

Entries close Friday March 20, 2020.
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Visit us at

Supported By:

mediaeducation.com.au
TERM

1

•
•
•
•
•
•

YEARS

7-12

mediaeducation.com.au/competitions

mediaeducation.com.au

information about our latest programs
additional classroom resources
special offers
the latest education news
competitions
and more!

info@mediaeducation.com.au

9482 3717

ONLINE

You can
now
order
and pay
online!
7Wmediaeducation
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
Media Education has a range of professional opportunities
which are available to teachers, schools and professional
organisations throughout the year.

School Staff

We can tailor PLs to suit your needs and available time frames, and
can offer both hands-on workshops and lecture style presentations.

Home Delivery Offer

We are available for:

Receive Saturday and Sunday
papers + Everyday Digital
for only $6/week*

• Whole-school workshops
• Network meetings
• Conferences
• Off-site PLs

Receive Monday to Sunday
papers + Everyday Digital
for only $9.90/week*

Topics include:
• Informative and persuasive texts in the news
• Fact v opinion in media texts
• Understanding bias and perspectives in the media
• Making the news

*Terms and Conditions apply, refer to
subscriber.thewest.com.au/schoolstaff for further details.

• Exploring current events in the classroom (cross-curricular)
• Exploring Civics and Citizenship through the news
• Advertising as a persuasive text

Visit: subscriber.thewest.com.au/schoolstaff
Call: 1800 811 855 and quote the offer code ‘school20’

• Media-based programs for the classroom (ME programs overview)

Please visit the ‘teacher hub’ section of our website or
contact us to discuss your professional learning needs.
Subject to availability. Minimum numbers and charges may apply.

SCHOOL SUBSCRIPTIONS
Special subscription
rates for schools
Are you looking for a one-off
delivery of The West, or looking to
order for the whole school year?
We have special rates just for
schools for delivery of class sets of
The West Australian, The Weekend
West or The Sunday Times.
Choose from our single day
delivery options from as low as
$15, or our economical weekly,
term or annual rates.

Order a class set of:

Single delivery

$15 per day

Weekly

Term

Annual

-

$45 per day
for the entire
school term

$90 per day
during the
current school
year

$25
(Mon-Fri)

$170
(Mon-Fri)

$375
(Mon-Fri)

One class set = up to 35 copies, minimum quantities apply.
Delivery is on school days to WA schools within The West’s distribution network.
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